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### Abstract (Resumen de 100-250 palabras)/ Abstract (Laburpena 100-250 hitzetan)

This project is related to the one of the main points of the current Volkswagen Group strategy: the standardization process. In this context, the main aim of Volkswagen Group is to standardize almost all the processes within the production process among all the plants of the brand. In the case of Volkswagen Navarra S.A., one of the projects to accomplish that purpose is the change in product cost calculation system in Controlling Department and its integration with accounting systems. Therefore, the change from the current system to the standard one is going to be analyzed and evaluated through this job. Firstly, the company will be presented enhancing the importance of the factory within the group. After that, the product cost calculation system change is presented and then, the project is contextualized within the production process. Following it, the current and the new system to calculate the product cost are described and evaluated displaying its results. Finally, the correct implementation of the project is evaluated and some conclusions are drawn.
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